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EAST HAMPSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
At a meeting of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee held on 29 May 2014 

 
Present  
 
Councillor: A Williams (Chairman) 
 
Councillors: D Ashcroft, H Ayer, A Carew, D Evans, L Evans, R Harris, M Harvey, 
A Joy and G Stacpoole 

 
1. Apologies for Absence  

 
Apologies were received from Councillors P Drury, P Marshall, K Moon,  
T Muldoon and Y Parker Smith. 
 

2. Chairman's Announcements  
 
The Chairman welcomed the new members of the committee. 
 

3. Confirmation of Minutes  
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 11 March 2014 were agreed as a correct 
record and signed. 
 

4. Declarations of Interest  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

5. Resilience of Planning Services  
 
In response to concerns raised by the committee at its previous meeting, Julia 
Potter, Executive Head Planning and Built Environment, gave a presentation on 
Resource and Performance in Planning.  A copy of the presentation is attached 
as Appendix A to these minutes. 
 
The committee felt that the national targets for development were 
unsustainable and urged that this be fed back to the government.  It was also 
recognised that whilst applications were being permitted, some developers 
were ‘sitting on’ approved applications and waiting for the market to pick up 
before building.  This was not helping the council to meet its housing targets 
and it was asked what the council could do to either positively influence the 
market to stimulate housing delivery, or force developers to build permitted 
schemes. 
 
In reply, it was confirmed that the housing figures had been identified in the 
Strategic Housing Market Assessment and the Joint Core Strategy (JCS) would 
not have been found to be sound if these figures had not been included within 
it.  The message regarding the housing figures had been passed on to the local 
MPs, although it was highlighted that a core part of the government’s plan for 
economic recovery was to get Britain building.  Unfortunately, the council did 
not have much influence to encourage the delivery of permitted development. 
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With reference to housing numbers, it was asked what would happen if the 
housing allocation for an area was delivered halfway through the life of the 
JCS?  The National Planning Policy Framework included a “presumption in 
favour of sustainable development” and the JCS stated that the housing 
numbers were a minimum.  Could this lead to double the number of houses 
being built in the area? 
 
In reply, it was clarified that the Allocations Plan would fix the number of houses 
for an area and carry significant weight to refuse applications above this figure.   
 
The committee discussed the number of planning officers who had left the 
council, ways to encourage staff retention and how best to recruit. 
 
Mrs Potter explained that there were a number of contributory factors to 
planning officers leaving the council, including very high workloads and higher 
salaries within the private sector.  In addition, the role had become increasingly 
adversarial and pressured, with well informed members of the public 
scrutinising applications from submission through to delivery.  In some 
instances this had resulted in personal attacks on officers. 
 
With regard to recruitment and retention, it was explained that different 
advertising styles and avenues were being explored.  Final year Planning 
Degree graduates would be approached and two members of agency staff had 
been successfully recruited.  Whilst at the lower end of the spectrum, it was 
thought that the council’s pay was about right.  There was some flexibility, such 
as employees starting at the top of their pay scale, rather than the bottom.  
EHDC had paid temporary market supplements before to respond to difficulties 
with recruitment, which had worked out cheaper than hiring consultants. 
Career progression was also being looked at, as often the best talent was 
‘home grown’. 
 
The committee supported staff development, but reiterated the importance of 
staff retention once time and money had been invested in their training.  
 
The pressure on officers was recognised by the committee and it was asked 
whether there was a role for councillors to play in order to assist.  Mrs Potter 
felt that there was and agreed to give the matter some further thought. 
 
The committee felt that increased information would help the relationship with 
residents and cited the recent planning policy exhibitions as good examples of 
engaging with the community around future development.  More pre-application 
discussions would also be a positive move, with further ward councillor 
involvement. 
 

6. Contamination of Recycled Waste  
 
In response to concerns raised by the committee at its previous meeting, Rob 
Heathcock, Joint Client Team Manager, explained the upward trend in 
contaminated recycling and the measures proposed to address this.  The 
contamination rate for Hampshire as a whole had risen to 15% in 2013-14 from 
8.5% in 2012-13 and  9% in 2011-12.  However, EHDC was still performing well 
compared to other local authorities, which had experienced similar trends.  He 
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did not think that the majority of residents deliberately contaminated their 
recycling and thought that the council needed to re-educate residents as to 
what could be recycled.  
 
In response to a question, it was typically only heavily contaminated loads that 
were rejected at the Materials Recovery Facility.  On some occasions up to 
25% of a load had been contaminated. 
 
Information as to what could be recycled was included on the council’s website 
and had been published in ‘Partners’ magazine.  There was also an option to 
promote messages using the sides of the collection lorries, as these were due 
to be renewed shortly.  Changes were also being proposed to the policy for 
returning to collect bins found to be contaminated with waste.  Currently the 
crews would return to collect a recycling bin that had contaminated waste in it, 
so long as this had been removed.  The proposal was to cease this policy and 
instead inform the resident that the contaminated material should be removed 
and the recycling would be collected as usual next time.   
 
This would provide an incentive for crews to monitor accurately, as this 
evidence would be used to confirm that the bin was contaminated.  If this was 
the case, the crew would not have to return to the property to empty the bin, as 
they did currently. 
 
The committee felt that if this proposal was agreed, it had to be well advertised, 
along with what could be recycled.  Often confusion was caused by packaging 
which stated that it was recyclable, when in fact it couldn’t be recycled in 
Hampshire.  Mr Heathcock confirmed that it was likely that a warning would 
most likely be issued for a first offence and that additional publicity would help 
residents to determine what could be recycled. 
 
The committee suggested options for publicity, including fridge magnets and 
bin stickers.  Also, it was of the opinion that some residents did not recycle 
because they couldn’t relate to the end use of the material.  If more promotion 
was done around this area, such as how materials were recycled and the cost 
benefit to the council of doing so, with links to keeping council tax low, then 
they might be encouraged to recycle more.  It was also suggested that children 
could be educated about recycling at school, who in turn could promote it to 
their parents. 
 
It was also felt that the recently launched textile bins needed to reinforce the 
message that any textile could be recycled, not just clothes and shoes.  It 
should also be reinforced that clothing in good condition should be donated to 
charity shops. 
 

The meeting commenced at 6.30 pm and concluded at 8.57 pm 
 
 
 

44444444444.. 
Chairman 
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Housing Market Context

• Picking up significantly after 
recession

• Staff/skills lost 

• NPPF has had an influence

• Developers now recruiting

• Recruitment and retention an 
issue

National Planning Policy 

Framework

• Presumption in favour of 
sustainable development

• Localism – community 

expectations that they can 
influence and/or stop development

• Scrutiny and level of 

complaints/dis-satisfaction adding 

to pressure staff are under as well 

as market conditions

APPLICATION WORKLOADS –

major applications

6821472013/14

5615412012/13

58-582011/12

65-652010/11

47-472009/10

TotalSDNP 
majors

EHDC 
majors

Year

Rewards for Development 

£2.217M2018/19

£2.343M2017/18

£2.389M2016/17

£2.139M2015/16

£1.913M2014/15

£1.359M2013/14

£880K2012/13

£302K2011/12

New Homes 
Bonus

Year

Major Applications
• Unprecedented levels of “major majors”

• Lagest previous applications – Green Lane, Clanfield
before that Treloars and Ramshill -all under 300 
homes

• Previously – 1 major planning app (over 100 units) 
per year on average

• Complexity and scale of new proposals 

• Horndean 700 homes, Alton 530 homes, 
Whitehill/Bordon

• 16 major applications currently in – 8 over 50 units

Minute Annex
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National Housebuilding in England

• Sustained growth from 2001-2005

• Starts and completions at around 44,000 dwellings  
a quarter until 2007

• Economic downturn 2008

• Starts to December 2013 – 32,320 – 34% below 
March 2007 but 89% higher than March 2009

• 2001 – 140,000 starts pa (12 months to March)

• 2006 – 183,000 starts pa (March)

• 2009 – 75,000 starts pa (June)

• 2013 – 122,190 starts pa (Dec)

• 2013 – 109,370 completions (Dec)

Step change in housing delivery

Target 592 (net)

Average 367 (net)

Projected Housing 

Completions (net) 2011 - 2028
Projected Housing Completions 2011 to 2028
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Total 2011 to 2028

Average 592 (net)

Performance at EHDC

• Despite workloads/staffing – EHDC high 
performer.

• All 2013/14 targets met except for 
complaints/100% apps dealt with within 26 
weeks.

• Government timescales for dealing with major 
applications within 13 weeks met

• “Special Measures” Threat

Planning Performance – Dec 
2013

79%24Rushmoor

50%24Winchester

50%22Test Valley

61%18Havant

50%20Guildford

45%31Chichester

85%20East Hants

% in 13 weeksNo. AppsLPA
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Recruitment of Staff

• Planning Policy – 3 new members of staff

• Building Control – 2 new members of staff

• Planning Development recruitment

Ø Planning Team Leader

Ø Principal Planning Officer x 2

Ø Planning Assistant

• Failed to recruit Team Leader Major applications

• Advertising again plus two additional principal posts 
plus another Planning Assistant

• “Growing our own” – Apprentices

• Secondment from other Local Authority

Recruitment

• Retention package/benchmarking with others on 
salaries eg SDNP

• Offering relocation package

• Agency staff – suitable staff in short supply

• Paying top not bottom of grades

• Using specialist support from consultants on the 
large and complex applications and 
Neighbourhood Planning

• Advertising posts – “selling” East Hampshire as a 
great place to live and work

Retention and Recruitment

• Proper induction to new staff required

• Mentoring and support

• Career development/training

• Planning officers “in the firing line” from Local 

Communities – private sector does not have the 

same pressures

• Potentially 18 months of exceptionally high 

workloads – until Allocations Plan or 
Neighbourhood Plans are in

Conclusions

• There have always been peaks and troughs in 
the housing market

• Planning have adapted/been resilient

• NPPF was a game changer

• Previously had sound plans & 5 year land supply 

• Examination 2012 increased housing numbers

• No longer 5 year land supply

• Developers have taken advantage of this and the 
Government’s commitment to “Get Britain 
Building”
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